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Abstract In this paper, we propose a novel and fast algorithm that can detect defects on
images with repeated patterns. This task is done through saliency detection by using spectral
residual, which is based on Fourier Transform. In detail, the difference between the original
signal and a smooth one in the log amplitude spectrum is calculated, and the saliency map
is then obtained by transforming the difference to spatial domain. Unlike prior works, which
have been developed to detect a specific form of defect, the proposed method works well for
various different detection tasks. Experimental results show the robustness and efficiency of the
proposed system and they are also compared with existing methods.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, defect detection in production lines
has been conducted by highly skilled and trained
human inspectors. However, inspection by human
workers must be a tedious job and the workers are
limited in their ability to perform objective, con-
sistent and high speed inspection. Therefore, it
requires a cost effective and efficiently automated
way. The automated inspection systems have been
developed in many industrial fields, such as fabric
[1]-[5], chemical film [6][7], wood [8], carpet [9], and
steel roll [10] inspection for decades.

Briefly, these inspection techniques can be
broadly classified in terms of texture: regularly pat-
terned texture and irregular texture. This paper is
focused on defect detection on images with regu-
larly patterned textures. To detect defects from
images with regularly patterned texture, many ap-
proaches have been developed throughout the years
using neural networks [11], Fourier transform [12],
discrete cosine transform [6], Gabor filters [5][7][13],
wavelet transform [1]-[4], and so on [14]. However,
these methods need high computational cost and
are mainly material-dependant, like only for fabric
or chemical film, etc. For example, fabric inspection
using wavelet is used for only fabric even though
wavelet is helpful to other materials.

In this paper, a defect detection algorithm is pro-
posed which can be applied to images with repeated
pattern or no pattern(plain) using a saliency based
scheme. Through continual breakthroughs in vision
research, spectral domain approach named spectral
residual (SR) [15] is proposed recently. This paper

adopts this SR scheme to detect defects. Defective
regions hanging over repeated patterns can corre-
spond to saliency regions in images with repeated
pattern. Even if the test image has no pattern, the
plain image can be considered to have a repeated
unit plain pattern.

The main contribution of this paper is that a
saliency based detection method can be applied for
any test images with repeated patterns regardless
of materials such as fabric, chemical, and so on.
Moreover, this proposed scheme does not require
preprocessing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces how saliency detection method
can be linked with defect detection and defect detec-
tion using spectral residual(SR) is discussed in de-
tail. To evaluate the performance, Section 3 shows
our experimental results comparing with existing
works. Conclusions and observations based on this
work are outlined in Section 4.

2 Saliency detection scheme

2.1 Detecting Defect Regions

Recently, Hou et al. [15] proposed the new ap-
proaches for saliency region using analysis of ampli-
tude spectrum. In this section, we briefly introduce
the method which requires only one parameter and
show how it is applied to defect detection.

Saliency analysis with spectral residual is based
on the assumption that a naturally captured im-
ages consist of the novelty part and the redundant
information [15] as follows.
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I(Image) = I(Novelty) + I(Redundant)

Redundant information corresponds to worthless
information and novelty part corresponds to the
valuable information. The repeated pattern corre-
sponds to redundant while defects do to novel part.

Defect detection can be summarized as follows.
Given an image I(x),

A(f) = < (F (I(x))) (1)

P (f) = = (F (I(x))) (2)

L(f) = log (A(f)) (3)

R(f) = L(f)− hn(f) ∗ L(f) (4)

EM(x) = g(x) ∗ ‖F−1[eR(f)+i·P (f)]‖2 (5)

where F and F−1 denote the Fourier transform
and inverse Fourier transform, respectively. A
and P denote the amplitude and phase spectrum
of the image. Log spectrum can be obtained by
L(f) = log (A(f)). hn(f) is local average filter to
smooth the shape of A(f). Redundant information
I(Redundant) is simply simulated using this local
average filter [15] as follows.

hn(f) =
1
n2




1 1 . . .
1 1 . . .
...

...
. . .


 ,

where n is set to three in this paper. The spec-
tral residual of the image corresponding novelty
part can be computed by subtracting the averaged
amplitude spectrum part corresponding redundant
part from log amplitude spectrum of the input im-
age as (4). g(x) is a 2D Gaussian filter.

This is a computationally efficient and reliable
mathematical model for defect images as well as
natural images.

2.2 Defect Map

From the EnergyMap(EM), we use simple thresh-
old segmentation to detect defect regions like as fol-
lows.

DM(x)
{

1, EM(x) ≥ T
0, otherwise (6)

where T = E (EM(x)) × α, E() is average oper-
ation and α is dependent on the property of re-
peated patterns of test images. The four directional
margins are excepted in calculating the E(EM(x))
since the SR has noise near the image boundaries.
The threshold is a trade-off problem.

The scale selection of this paper varies pattern
by pattern to reflect the property of each pattern.
Scale selection affects results and it should be opti-
mized according to the property of its pattern.

3 Experimental Results

The proposed system has been tested in software
using MATLAB (version 7). All test images used
in the evaluations are resized to a some sizes in gray
level scale.

The proposed method using SR has been evalu-
ated on the defect detection of various defect im-
ages: plain chemical films, PDP mesh films, LCD
films, fabric images with various repeated patterns,
surface images from various materials. The overall
precision and recall are 98.8 and 94.3 respectively.

We compare our experimental results with other
existing works to show the robustness of this algo-
rithms as shown in Fig.1, Fig.2, and Fig.3.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a simple and effective defect de-
tection algorithm which can be applied to images
with repeated pattern or no pattern(plain) using a
saliency based scheme.

Inspection scheme using saliency detection of
spectral residual for any materials of repeated pat-
tern or no pattern materials. Robustness of our
method was verified through experiments with var-
ious patterns and just some of them are shown.

Further work needs to be done in achieving ro-
bustness of our algorithm to no repeated patterns.
In this case, it needs more complicated scheme for
various patterns.
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Fig. 1: The comparison of defect detection re-
sults(image source from [14]). First column: orig-
inal images. Second column: EM in (5). Third
column: the results of [14]. Fourth column: the re-
sult of proposed algorithm. The original size of test
image is about 310×310. All images are resized to
64×64 and α is 3.0, 3.9, and 2.5 respectively

Fig. 2: The comparison of defect inspection re-
sults. First column: original images. Second col-
umn: EM in (5). Third column: the results of
[13]. Fourth column: the result of proposed al-
gorithm. The original size of test image is about
330×300. First three images are no resized and
fourth to 128×128 and α is 8.5, 3.5, 3, and 3 re-
spectively

Fig. 3: The results of mesh film inspection. First
column: original images. Second column: EM in
(5). Third column: the result of proposed algo-
rithm. Small images below each test image is en-
largement of defect areas. The size of original test
image is 512×512. No resize needs and α is 4
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